Secretary's fninninde'im^s and judgment and must not magnify or l'n-t o\it huiu^I dilTt ri^nees of opinion. Once a combination of thi>, ki.M<3 jn established on it proper basis, its capacity Jor yood v »rk is more than doubled.
Wc undt.T^v.1 4 Hint re (•< " S of y years Jintl earlier are at pn '-erst k< pf V»y each «lui ,7'M,>* Slt separately. We are fold thsit the Secretariat has spaHutis <*ellars, \vliich could cor*?ain the records of nil departments, and that keeping f hern together would result in some saving in staff. The suggestion seems to us sound and we rccomnu-nd that it be further investigated.
We find that, for each department of the Secretariat,
there are separate watermen, scavengers and farrashes* This too could be centralised* A staff of about 20 men
should be able to perform these duties for the whole Secretariat.
Before September 1948, the language of the Secre
tariat was Urdu, though we have seen occasional notes
in English. After that date, it has been ordered that all
noting should be in English. This, we are told,
imposed considerable strain on the staff, and, it is said
that large numbers of clerks are classed as inefficient not
because they cannot do the work well but because they
cannot do it in English, We can understand the anxiety
of officers unaccustomed to Urdu or not knowing Urdu
to change the language of work. At the same time, it is
surely better that a few Secretaries should have to
get t&e final note explained to them than that the efficient
working of the Secretariat should be impeded* We
would suggest that, while all those clerks who know
English should certainly note in English, the rest should
be permitted to note in Urdu, Such Secretaries as do
not know Urdu themselves or	read written hand-
writing easily, might have an Assistant who kttc>ws Urdu
and can Immediately read ot translate. Hew recruits,
of course^ should not be chosen	they know English.
Our proposal Is designed to help the working of Government during 'the transition period! •'
,JBefore concluding this   chapter,; we would refer to ,ppsts whichs in oux opinion^ should be abolished*,  Ap'
In -0ur opinion, the si^ of
1'	.advice
y9 Its

